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Summary 

Havilah Resources is a junior miner with extensive copper, gold, cobalt, molybdenum, tin, rare 
earths, & massive iron ore over its enormous 100% owned 16,000 sq. km tenements in South 
Australia. 

Dr Chris Giles discusses Kalkaroo (gold, copper, cobalt, molybdenum) & Mutooroo (copper, 
cobalt, gold), and the potential for a gold only start up open pit operation at West Kalkaroo. 

Dr Chris Giles also discusses Havilah's rare earths, iron ore, and his views on the Company's 
valuation disparity. 
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Havilah Resources [ASX:HAV] - Price = AUD 0.14 

Havilah’s mission is to partner and/or develop its portfolio of copper, gold, cobalt, molybdenum, 
iron ore, rare earths, tin and other mineral resources in South Australia. It aims to build on its 
successful exploration track record by making new value-adding discoveries. 

Havilah has two potential copper-cobalt-gold projects - The 100% owned Mutooroo copper-
cobalt-gold project about 60km west of Broken Hill in South Australia, and the nearby Kalkaroo 
copper-gold-cobalt-molybdenum project. 

The Company also has massive iron ore assets (Grants, Maldorky, Grants Basin), the very 
exciting Jupiter MT anomaly target (IOCG (iron oxide copper gold) potential), as well as some 
tungsten, tin, and rare earths potential. 

Havilah Resources projects summary and location map 

 

Source: Company presentation 

Dr Chris Giles BSc(Hons), PhD, MAIG - Joint 
Founder & Technical Director 

Dr Chris Giles is an experienced exploration geologist 
having worked on exploration teams that have been 
directly responsible for the discovery of several operating 
gold mines in various parts of the world, including 
Indonesia, East Africa and Australia. He has been jointly 
responsible for the formation of Havilah and the 
development and execution of the Company’s exploration 
and corporate strategy. Dr Giles is a resident of Adelaide 
and a Member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists.  

Source: Company website 
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Dr Chris Giles interview  
Kalkaroo (gold, copper, cobalt, molybdenum) + Mutooroo (copper, cobalt, gold) 

1) On June 24 Havilah Resources reported: “More Positive Gold Results From Kalkaroo”. 
This included “65 metres of 1.20 g/t gold from 77-142 metres” and other strong results. 
What do you think the potential resource growth can be from here, even some range or 
guide? I believe Kalkaroo contains more than 3.1 million ozs of JORC Measured, Indicated 
& Inferred Au Mineral Resources.  

We have always known that Kalkaroo is a large mineralized system, and a characteristic of big 
systems is that mineralization typically occurs in a variety of structural settings and rock types 
and that is what we have been finding on multiple fronts from our drilling this year. We have 
focused on the existing saprolite gold (Oxide Gold Cap) zone at West Kalkaroo, where our 
primary objective has been to gain more certainty around the grade and distribution of gold rather 
than to grow the resource per se. The reason is so we can have greater confidence in the planning 
of a gold-only start up open pit at West Kalkaroo. We have been pleasantly surprised by the 
impressive gold grades, with most drill results above the reported JORC Mineral Resource grade 
of 0.74 g/t. This should positively impact gold production, together with improved gold 
recoveries in the saprolite gold ore (>90% vs 49% gold recovery used in the published PFS). 

We have also been targeting a shallow gold layer in the younger base of Tertiary age clays above 
the saprolite gold zone at West Kalkaroo. This clay-hosted gold mineralization is proving to form 
a quite extensive layer that could potentially generate early, additional cash flows. Notably, it 
occurs in what would normally be considered as waste overburden material, which must be 
removed to access the underlying copper-gold orebody. 

We plan to continue with the drilling at Kalkaroo, moving eastwards and out of the general 
resource area into the major fault zone where we think there is a high chance of adding further 
gold and copper resources 

 

https://c260b21c-7949-410b-a684-eec2cc6e094c.filesusr.com/ugd/6c8cd0_34a46a3fbed54db39d7c374b5eeabf50.pdf


2) Can you please discuss further the comment regarding the above Kalkaroo results which 
stated: “Prospects for a viable gold-only start up open pit enhanced by recent drill 
results"? 

The appreciable rise in the Australian dollar gold price has meant that for the first time a gold-
only open pit could be a viable start up mining option for us at West Kalkaroo, given that 
Kalkaroo is a large gold deposit (3.15 million gold ounces) in its own right. The considerably 
reduced upfront capital requirement and cash flows generated by this gold-only start up open pit 
could put the capital raising requirements within reach of Havilah. Moreover, the start up of the 
Kalkaroo project may be simplified, considering that only soft oxidized ores would be treated 
during the first few years. 

Our recent drilling at West Kalkaroo has been surprising us on the upside in terms of grades and 
thicknesses of gold in both the saprolite gold zone and in the overlying base of Tertiary 
mineralized sediments. The more gold we can find in the upper part of the deposit, the better our 
prospects for a viable gold-only start up open pit, which prompted the comment you quoted. 

Our engineering team is presently compiling all drilling, resource and mining data to generate an 
optimum design for the gold-only start up open pit at West Kalkaroo. 

Regarding the above, what would be a rough estimate of the start-up CapEx and how 
might it be funded? 

Our earlier PFS work suggested it could be under A$100 million for the overburden pre-strip, 
construction of a CIP processing facility and site works for the gold only start-up open pit at 
West Kalkaroo. This is potentially within our reach via some gold-linked funding arrangement or 
maybe with a private partner. We already have a head start because Mining Leases have been 
granted and we own the surrounding Kalkaroo Station pastoral property, reducing land access 
risks for the project. We are also only ~50km from the railway line and highway, and just over 
one hour by road from the regional mining centre of Broken Hill and its skilled workforce. 

Source: Company presentation 
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3) What CapEx and source of funding would be needed to achieve the Company goal of 
“targeting at least 40,000 tonnes copper and 80,000 ounces gold annually from existing 
JORC Mineral Resources at Kalkaroo and Mutooroo? How might that be raised? 

For the full-scale copper-gold project alternative the published Kalkaroo PFS indicated pre-
production CapEx of A$332 million, including A$76 million for a mining fleet and A$46 million 
contingency, which is clearly beyond our current means. Total CapEx over the mine life was 
A$680 million, including A$149 million for the mining fleet, A$102 million of sustaining 
capital, and contingency of A$82 million. 

We could only consider this full-scale alternative with the assistance of a major funding partner, 
who would preferably bring mining and processing expertise to the table. To this end, Havilah 
continues to engage with suitably credentialed major groups who have shown interest. We are 
happy to share project risk with a development partner and we could potentially sell down to 
become the minority partner or sell the project entirely. We do not have to be the operator and 
are not keen about excessively diluting our existing shareholders. 

With uncertainty in world cobalt supplies, in the face of the EV revolution, our PFS work this 
year aims to demonstrate that Mutooroo is an attractive investment opportunity in ethically 
sourced cobalt from a low CapEx, initially open pit copper sulphide mine. Positive factors are 
close proximity to both the railway line and Broken Hill and an opportunity to apply some 
innovative ore processing methods. 

Mutooroo is actually one of the highest grade cobalt deposits associated with copper sulphides in 
Australia. The surrounding area is highly prospective for discovery of additional copper-cobalt 
and gold resources. 

 

Source: Company presentation 
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Havilah Resources generally  

4) What is the potential for rare earths within Havilah’s massive 16,000 sq. km tenements?  

Havilah’s exploration work has identified higher value rare earth [REE] of potentially economic 
grade associated with stratabound copper-gold mineralization at several locations on its 
tenements in the Curnamona Craton of northeastern South Australia. Emeritus Professor Ken 
Collerson, a recognized world expert on REE mineral deposits, has observed that there is “a 
compelling scientific case for concerted REE exploration in the Curnamona Craton” based on his 
assessment of the exceptionally high discovery potential. 

As an example, elevated REE levels were recently confirmed in a drillhole at West Kalkaroo 
with total rare earth oxides (TREO) of 6,746 ppm over a 10 metre interval, with the higher value 
REE (Dysprosium, Neodymium, Praseodymium and Terbium) comprising 29% of the TREO. 
These REE are closely associated with ore-grade copper and gold mineralization in the same 
interval. 

This means that any REE potentially produced by Havilah would be a by-product of its copper-
gold mining operations, implying sustainable and competitive production of REE, which is the 
key requirement for long-term, uninterrupted supply of critical strategic minerals. 

Recovery of REE is typically a complex process and Havilah needs to firstly establish that REE 
can be satisfactorily recovered from the copper-gold mineralization as a clean mineral 
concentrate. This in turn is critically dependent on determining the mineral species that host the 
REE in the copper-gold ores. Our collaborators at the University of South Australia will be 
applying their expert knowledge on mineral separation in solving the research challenge of how 
to economically recover the REE from Havilah's copper sulphide ores. 

The value upside for Havilah is that if REE can be economically recovered in a mineral 
concentrate, as a by-product of the standard copper and gold recovery processes, it potentially 
provides another revenue stream for Kalkaroo and Havilah’s other copper-gold projects. This 
could potentially happen at an early stage in the project life because of the comparatively shallow 
depths of the combined REE mineralization. 

5) What do you see happening to develop Havilah’s massive iron ore assets (Grants, 
Maldorky, Grants Basin)? Could Havilah develop on its own? I see you recently signed a 
MOU with Port Augusta Operations Pty Ltd for potential port and transhipment facilities. 

Havilah is unlikely to develop its iron ore deposits by itself because of the large capital 
investments required in beneficiation and infrastructure. For a major iron ore player they are 
attractive because of their Pilbara scale, comparatively soft ore, lack of overburden and 
favourable logistics. For example, Grants Basin has a >3.5 billion tonne Exploration Target* in 
just 25% of the total basin area and is only 8km from the railway line and 90km from the 
regional mining centre of Broken Hill with its skilled workforce. 

Our immediate aim is to highlight that attractiveness by JORC resource definition drilling at the 
western, outcropping end of the Grants Basin, initially targeting between 750 million to 1 billion 
tonnes of iron ore. 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/0bf8d0_c3aca867770f4be7b9765dfd07082d02.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/0bf8d0_c3aca867770f4be7b9765dfd07082d02.pdf


With the long-term vision of a Lang Hancock, we will see these vast iron ore deposits developed 
one day. Perhaps this will be quicker than most people think, particularly if Port Augusta 
Operations gets its iron ore port and transhipment facility operational within the next two years 
as planned, on the eastern side of the Spencer Gulf in South Australia. This planned port facility 
is well located with respect to our iron ore projects and the existing railway line which links 
Broken Hill with Port Augusta and would significantly reduce logistics capital expenditure for 
us. 

* Note that the potential quantity and grade of the Exploration Target is conceptual in nature, 
there has been insufficient exploration to estimate a Mineral Resource and it is uncertain if 
further exploration will result in the estimation of a Mineral Resource. 

 

Source: Company presentation 

6) Given Havilah Resources has tremendous resource assets (see below) can you give 
investors an indication why you think the market cap is still only A$34m? 

With a current market capitalization of A$39 million, the 'market' is effectively assigning only 
A$13 million to each of Havilah's 3 major projects, on average, which is illogical given the size 
and quality of our mineral assets, and especially the potential value of Kalkaroo as indicated by 
the published Kalkaroo PFS. 

I have thought about this and put it down to several factors: 

1. Havilah is sometimes considered an 'old' story and junior resource company investors tend to 
like new exciting stories that inspire the imagination and don't we all! However, you can turn that 
around and say Havilah is that rare junior resource stock that has survived several cycles and just 
about anything the market can throw at it and it is still here with its multi-asset resource base in 

https://c260b21c-7949-410b-a684-eec2cc6e094c.filesusr.com/ugd/6c8cd0_c274bdc08eab4f28878f967613c46cfa.pdf


better shape than ever. Unquestionably, REE and the Jupiter MT anomaly target provide 
investors with some exciting exploration opportunities to inspire their imagination. 

2. That important word 'credibility' means that even the kindest of investors think they "will 
believe it when they see it" when it comes to obtaining funding to get our projects into 
production. But it is a matter of historical record that, at one of the most desperate times for 
junior resources during late 2015, we successfully financed and got our small Portia gold project 
off the ground and it paid off its loan and its bills and we ended up selling it during 2018 for cash 
payments of A$10.8 million plus a 1.5 % NSR royalty. So we do what we say, even if it takes a 
bit longer and is unconventional. Importantly, working at Portia taught us many valuable lessons 
about how to mine safely and economically in this region, which is the real value for us going 
forward at Kalkaroo. 

3. Our success in discovering the periodic table of metals in our patch of ground confuses many 
investors - is Havilah a gold or a copper or a cobalt or an iron ore Company? A nice problem to 
have, especially when you have substantial mineral resources of each commodity. The fact is that 
this diversified mineral portfolio provides investors with good exposure to gold, copper, cobalt 
and iron ore commodity cycles. 

What I can say definitively is that Havilah's current low market capitalization is not due to lack 
of effort, persistence or thoughtful exploration! 

We are optimistic that with renewed interest in low sovereign risk copper and gold projects in 
mining friendly jurisdictions, and reasonable iron ore prices we may be able to secure major 
funding or development partners for each of these 3 major projects at the asset level. An executed 
'fair value' deal on any one of these 3 major mineral projects would presumably change the 
market's perception for the better. It should be remembered that low sovereign risk large scale 
open pit copper-gold development opportunities like Kalkaroo, which have ownership of the land 
on which the deposit is located, are rare at a time when renewable energy and EVs are adding to 
the demand for copper, cobalt and REE and with gold breaching US$1,800/oz. 

 



 

Source: Company presentation 

Further reading 
• Havilah Resources Has Huge Potential  
• July 2020 Havilah Resources Company presentation 

 

Conclusion 
I would sincerely like to thank Dr Chris Giles for giving freely of his time and insight into 
Havilah Resources. I agree the stock is very undervalued and has great potential. 

As usual all comments are welcome. 

Disclosure: I am/we are long Havilah Resources [ASX:HAV]. 

I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving compensation 
for it. I have no business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article. 

Additional disclosure: The information in this article is general in nature and should not be 
relied upon as personal financial advice. 
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